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Introduction

In the United States, healthcare providers are limited in the procedures they can legally provide. For example, nurse practitioners (NPs) and physician assistants (PAs) are prohibited from providing certain routine procedures that their counterparts in other jurisdictions may legally perform. Similarly, in the United States, the current system of pharmaceutical regulation requires patients to obtain a prescription from an authorized provider in order to access even relatively safe and effective drugs such as statins, inhalers, insulin, EpiPens, and birth control. In other countries, pharmacists are legally permitted to prescribe or provide these drugs. These restrictions on the provision of medical services are called scope of practice laws. Scope of practice laws can also include oversight provisions, which require physicians to provide ongoing supervision of NPs’ and PAs’ work and which can also require that NPs and PAs give supervising physicians access to their patients’ records. In contrast to licensing laws, which specify which individuals can practice within a profession, scope of practice laws specify which services members of a profession can provide.

Reforming scope of practice laws in the United States so that pharmacists can provide access to commonly prescribed drugs and so that NPs and PAs and other health workers can prescribe drugs and independently perform a wider range of routine procedures would not only save time and money but would also be a step toward patient empowerment and strengthened patient rights. Meanwhile, there is little or no evidence that changing scope of practice laws would put patients at an increased risk of harm. Rather, the current system exposes patients to unnecessary risk by impeding their access to beneficial medical care, especially during public health emergencies like the COVID-19 pandemic. This concern is especially pressing for patients who live in rural communities and people who do not have access to a primary care provider.

Additionally, when considering scope of practice reform, it is a mistake to look only to the consequences of an expanded scope of practice without also considering the value of patients’ and providers’ autonomy. Respect for patients’ choices is a core commitment in medicine. For instance, healthcare providers are morally obligated to obtain informed consent for treatment, in virtue of the value of patient autonomy. If a provider made treatment decisions for his or her patients, the provider would violate patients’ rights. So too, limiting scope of practice policies can violate patients’ rights to make informed choices about the nature and conditions of their medical care because these polices prevent patients from making important, intimate, and personal decisions about their health and their bodies by restricting the range of providers patients can see and by limiting patients’ ability to seek specific services from their providers. These restrictive policies also violate the rights of health workers by limiting their occupational choices, even though these limits do not promote public health and may in fact undermine it.

Background on Scope of Practice Regulations

This overview of scope of practice legislation considers three key components of healthcare regulation. First, scope of practice restrictions contribute to rising healthcare costs because they artificially constrain who can provide specific services. Constraining the supply of service providers for procedures and practices in healthcare is especially costly because increases in overall healthcare spending in the United States and elsewhere are largely driven by the rising cost of services. Second, many scope of practice polices are unnecessary for promoting public health. Other countries have more liberal approaches to the provision of prescriptions and medical services, and evidence suggests that a more liberal approach needn’t compromise care.1 In the United States, scope of practice policies were historically driven at least as much

---

by political considerations as they were driven by concern for public health. Third, scope of practice laws prevent health workers from effectively caring for people during public health emergencies like the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Scope of Practice Policies Are Expensive**

Scope of practice policies contribute to higher healthcare costs in four ways. First, scope of practice regulations can artificially constrain the supply of medical providers. By increasing the barriers to practicing medicine and narrowing the range of procedures a provider can do, these regulations reduce competition and thereby enable providers to charge more for their services. Second, though scope of practice regulations may increase the cost of paying medical providers, they may also cost providers indirectly, through heightened liability. Third, to the extent that scope of practice policies limit the supply of health workers who can treat routine conditions, they are inefficient because they prevent medical practices from providing a wider scope of care to all patients, encouraging physicians to specialize more narrowly to the exclusion of routine care. Fourth, restrictive scope of practice policies endanger patients who lack access to medical care due to shortages or for reasons of cost. And if people are unable to access routine, low-cost care and screenings, they may develop conditions that are more expensive later. Across states, scope of practice policy varies substantially. An analysis of this variation reveals that less restrictive scope of practice policies for NPs are not only safe but can also improve access to care and reduce overall healthcare costs.

Federal policy reform can go a long way toward lowering costs and improving the healthcare system, but large-scale economic or social reforms at the federal level are likely politically infeasible at this time. State policymakers are more constrained, but unlike their federal counterparts, state lawmakers are well positioned to make meaningful changes to their states’ scope of practice policies, which could lower costs and improve the quality of care for their citizens.

---

3 Barbara J. Safriet, “Closing the Gap between Can and May in Health-Care Providers’ Scopes of Practice: A Primer for Policymakers,” *Yale Journal on Regulation* 19, no. 2 (2002): 301.
4 This is because the existing system of scope of practice regulations often requires providers to supervise physician assistants and nurse practitioners, which increases their liability for malpractice suits. For example, McMichael finds that less restrictive scope of practice laws limit physicians’ payouts for malpractice suits and lowered rates of malpractice suits, whereas more restrictive scope of practice policies are associated with higher rates of malpractice suits. This is not to suggest that more restrictive scope of practice policies caused physicians to provide more negligent care. Rather, because restrictive scope of practice policies require vicarious accountability, physicians were more likely to be sued for another providers’ malpractice. McMichael speculates that the relationship between scope of practice restrictions and malpractice incidence partly explains why less restrictive scope of practice policies are associated with greater access to care and potentially lower costs, without a loss of quality. Benjamin J. McMichael, “Beyond Physicians: The Effect of Licensing and Liability Laws on the Supply of Nurse Practitioners and Physician Assistants,” *Journal of Empirical Legal Studies* 15, no. 4 (2018): 732–71.
6 For example, one health worker in California writes, “If we continue along our current path, more and more Californians will need to visit the emergency room for conditions like asthma, ear infections, or flu because they lack a primary care provider.” California Health Care Foundation, “Five Ways to Cure California’s Doctor Shortage,” *GHCF Publications*, January 11, 2019, https://www.chcf.org/publication/cure-californias-doctor-shortage/.
Scope of Practice Rules Have Historically Been Implemented to Limit Competition

Medical regulations are almost as old as medicine. Early guild systems were justified as a way of ensuring that health workers provided high-quality, ethical care, though historians also note that these regulations were also motivated by economic considerations as high-status physicians sought to prevent lower class barbers and apothecaries from providing medical services without their supervision. American medical regulations, like scope of practice regulations, were developed when the American Medical Association (AMA) was founded in 1847. The AMA continues to maintain their support for scope of practice restrictions on the grounds that “Patients deserve care led by physicians—the most highly educated, trained and skilled healthcare professionals.”

While the explicit justification for restricting the practice of medicine is patient safety, these policies also limit the supply of medical providers and effectively give physicians more control over the health marketplace. Physicians’ interests, especially their interests when mediated through a professional association, do not always align with patients’ interests. Throughout the history of medical regulation in America, professional societies’ actions, at least in part, reflect protectionist efforts to constrain the supply of medical care for the benefit of the narrow group of professionals. Though the explicit justification for restricting the practice of medicine is patient safety, this justification is unsuccessful in cases where patients do not clearly benefit from restrictive policies and where patients are harmed by higher prices and limited access. As Mancur Olsen writes in his seminal work, The Logic of Collective Action, it is much more difficult for groups that are large and diffuse (e.g., patients and potential patients) to organize and advocate for their interests in a democratic system than it is for a small, organized group of people with a narrow interest (e.g., physicians). As a result, policy reflects the interests of groups like physicians rather than their patients.

For this reason, professional associations of providers may play the largest role in improving the prospects for scope of practice reform. In the 1990s nurse practitioners and physician assistants lobbied for an expanded scope of practice for their professions. In some states, these efforts were successful, and the effects of these reforms provide a window into the prospects and potential of scope of practice reform. Registered nurses, midwives, and dental hygienists have also secured expanded authority to provide care in some states that have enacted scope of practice reform. In all these cases, state lawmakers have upheld their expansion of scope of practice, and there is no clear evidence that patient care has suffered as a result of reform.

8 The Twelve Tables, one of the earliest legal codes, forbid health workers from providing poisons in Table VI Law XIV. This code dates to 450 BC. Early Greek and Christian law forbade providing deadly or abortive drugs. In the ninth century, providers formed medical guilds, and by the tenth century they were engaged in certifying professionals and overseeing medical training. Vivian Nutton, Ancient Medicine (New York: Routledge, 2004); Walter Pagel, “Prognosis and Diagnosis: A Comparison of Ancient and Modern Medicine,” Journal of the Warburg Institute 2, no. 4 (April 1939): 382–98; John M. Riddle, “Theory and Practice in Medieval Medicine,” Viator 5, no. 1 (January 1974): 157–84.

9 At this time, healthcare was relatively unregulated in America, but by the end of the 19th century, the AMA had established medical associations in most states, and by the 1930s, these associations effectively advocated for restrictions on the practice of medicine—restrictions that governed whether providers could advertise their services as doctors or physicians and the services that practitioners could legally provide.


11 For example, during the Jim Crow era some states mandated the racial segregation of hospitals and medical societies. The American Medical Association intervened when its member associations refused to admit black physicians to its association and effectively excluded black doctors who were members of the National Medical Association from playing a role in national campaigns for healthcare reform. The American Medical Association also facilitated the marginalization of midwives, many of whom were women of color, pushing women into more expensive hospital birthing environments that were not safer for them or their babies. For further discussion of the AMA and racism see: Yele Aluko, “American Medical Association Apologizes for Racism in Medicine,” Journal of the National Medical Association 100, no. 10 (October 2008): 1246–47, https://doi.org/10.1016/s0027-9684(15)31496-6. For a discussion of midwives and the regulation of obstetrics see Lauren K. Hall, The Medicalization of Birth and Death (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2019).


Scope of Practice Policies Impede Emergency Responsiveness

In 2020, the United States faced an unprecedented public health challenge as the COVID-19 crisis escalated faster than the health system could adapt to and address the pandemic. In response to the pandemic, the federal government and several states changed their scope of practice policies. The Center for Medicaid Services (CMS) issued guidance relaxing requirements that certified registered nurse anesthetists’ practice under the supervision of a physician, enabling them to assess and support emergency patients and critical care patients.14 CMS also issued waivers permitting NPs and PAs to perform services, order tests, and distribute medications that previously required physician oversight.15 Additionally, 22 states also relaxed scope of practice restrictions to allow NPs and PAs to practice without collaborative agreements or oversight by other health providers, such as physicians.16

In the short term, expanding scope of practice for NPs and PAs during the COVID-19 pandemic enabled hospitals to quickly respond to their communities’ unexpected and urgent health needs. For example, in a nationwide survey conducted by the American Association of Nurse Practitioners, a majority of nurses reported that scope of practice waivers during the pandemic helped them in effectively treating their patients.17 The success of temporary expansions of scope of practice regulations during the COVID-19 pandemic not only further demonstrates that existing regulations may be unnecessary for the provision of quality care, but they also demonstrate that restrictive regulations could prevent effective emergency responsiveness. Additionally, reinstating restrictive scope of practice regulations after the pandemic subsides could damage officials’ relations with healthcare workers, undermine morale, and express a lack of appreciation for health workers’ efforts during the pandemic insofar as it would signal officials’ efforts to micro-manage the practice of medicine rather than defer to healthcare providers on questions of patient care.18

Scope of Practice Restrictions on Specific Professions

In the context of nurse practitioners, 22 states and Washington, DC, currently allow a full practice environment for nurse practitioners.19 This means that NPs are legally permitted to evaluate and diagnose patients, interpret tests, prescribe drugs (including controlled substances), and manage the course of patient care. NPs’ licensing is overseen by the American Nurses Association, which supports a full practice environment for NPs. The National Academy of Medicine, formerly called the Institute of Medicine,
also recommends a full practice environment for NPs. Yet other states limit the practice environment for NPs or require physician oversight for NPs. The same is true for other advanced practice registered nurses (APRNs) who, like NPs, typically have a master's degree and advanced clinical experience. In states that limit practice environments in these ways, nurse anesthetists and clinical nurse specialists may also be limited in the care they can provide independently.20

Like nurse practitioners, all states license physician assistants, meaning that all states have claimed the authority to oversee PA practice. In contrast to nurse practitioners, which are permitted to operate independently in some states, all states require physician supervision for physician assistants. In some states, physicians must be physically present, whereas others only require that a physician be available to consult by phone.21 Most states give PAs full prescriptive authority, but six states do not.22 In some states, individual medical practices can partly determine the scope of practice for PAs, based on their needs, whereas other states have more uniform requirements.

Every state has a Nurse Practice Act that partly defines nurses' scope of practice and then authorizes a state nursing board to interpret further issues related to nursing and to govern issues related to licensure in collaboration with several professional associations.23 Nurses' scope of practice is usually defined at a general level and also within specific specialties such as emergency services, intensive care, labor and delivery, or oncology. Because there is less standardization in scope of practice policy for nurses, expanding RNs' scope of practice will look different in different contexts, but several states recently expanded nurses' scope of practice authorization in primary care specialties in an effort to provide more consistent and accessible care for patients.24

Like labor and delivery RNs, midwives are also limited by scope of practice legislation in some states. These restrictions on care generally limit women's obstetric autonomy and can result in worse outcomes for women and babies, which suggests that scope of practice restrictions do not always protect mothers or babies.25 As Lauren Hall has documented, obstetric care is very constrained both by policies that prevent midwives and doulas from providing services independently as well as by restrictions on birth centers that provide licensed medical care outside of a hospital setting.26 Hall argues that these kinds of restrictions on obstetric care, as well as certificate of need policies that prevent hospitals from offering intensive care for premature and disabled infants, make it more expensive to have a baby in America and make it more dangerous, too.

Scope of practice limitations are also enforced in dentistry, where state laws limit dental hygienists’ and dental therapists’ authority.27 In 44 states, dental hygienists require some form of supervision in order to initiate treatment based on their evaluation of patients' oral health needs.28 Nevada, Colorado, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Florida, and Maine do not require authorization from a dentist for the initiation of treatment.

20 Rebecca LeBuhn and David A. Swankin, “Reforming Scopes of Practice” (White paper, Citizen Advocacy Center, Washington, DC, July 2010).
22 These states are Arkansas, Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Oklahoma, and West Virginia.
25 For example, Markowitz et al find that “Barriers to practice are neither helpful nor harmful in regards to infant health.” Furthermore, “states with no practice barriers have lower rates of induced labor and C-sections.” Sara Markowitz, E. Kathleen Adams, Mary Jane Lewitt, and Anne L. Dunlop, “Competitive Effects of Scope of Practice Restrictions: Public Health or Public Harm?,” Journal of Health Economics 55 (2017): 201–18.
26 Hall, Medicalization of Birth and Death.
Other states allow some hygienists to initiate treatment, but only if they have completed advanced educational requirements or met extensive clinical experience requirements. Only four states allow dental hygienists to prescribe drugs associated with oral healthcare—Maine, Colorado, New Mexico, and Oregon. And only thirteen states formally recognize dental therapists, who provide routine cleaning and preventative care. Yet despite limits on the scope of practice for these oral healthcare workers, expanding their scope of practice authorization is associated with improved oral health outcomes. It also potentially lowers some socioeconomic barriers to oral healthcare and other medical care by expanding patient’s access to oral healthcare from primary care providers and expanding access to some medical care through oral healthcare providers.

**Potential Opportunities for Reform**

Since scope of practice laws are costly, often unnecessary, and limit patients’ ability to choose the type of care best-suited for their individual needs, these laws ought to be reformed. There are several key opportunities for scope of practice reform relating to prescription policies and clinical contexts, but there are also barriers to reform as well as objections over the expansion of scope of practice for health workers.

**Allow NPs and PAs to Practice Independently and Provide More Services**

One of the primary barriers to effective scope of practice reform is people’s uncertainty about changing health policy from the status quo. Expanding scope of practice for advanced practice registered nurses and nurse practitioners, physician assistants, registered nurses, and dental hygienists would not compromise patients’ safety in many cases, but it would reduce the cost of medical services and expand access. These benefits are especially salient for patients who lack access to care in three areas: patients in rural areas, low income or uninsured patients, and patients who seek routine procedures and primary care.

By way of illustration, consider patients who live in rural areas. Even accounting for differences in income, rural patients are less likely to receive preventative medical care such as cervical screening, dental maintenance, and cholesterol care. Yet 28 states still prevent NPs from practicing independently, thereby maintaining barriers to access for patients. These policies may endanger patients, since state laws that allow for NP independence are correlated with more access to routine checkups and higher care quality.

Low-income patients also benefit from relaxing regulation of medical professions. Retail clinics have recently delivered substantial cost savings for low-income Americans. These clinics are primarily staffed by NPs. In states with restrictive scope of practice regulations, access to retail clinics is limited. And in these cases, limits on NPs’ and PAs’ ability to provide care could potentially prevent states from achieving substantial healthcare savings going forward. For instance, NP independence is correlated with less emer-

---

29 NSCL and ASTHO, “Oral Health Providers.”
gency room use by patients with ambulatory care-sensitive conditions. More generally, as America faces an aging population, Americans will increasingly encounter limits to access to primary care unless the regulatory limits on the health professions change. A recent systematic review found that expanding NPs’ scope of practice could expand access to primary care. Others have argued that scope of practice reform is an especially promising solution to unmet needs in elderly populations. And if the American health system expands in ways that guarantee health insurance and coverage for all citizens, then public officials must permit more people to provide medical services, both to ameliorate the effects of rationing and to reduce wait times.

Scope of practice legislation also violates providers’ rights of occupational freedom. As a case in point, consider scope of practice laws that create impediments to abortion access. As Weitz, Anderson, and Taylor argue, politically motivated scope of practice restrictions prevent PAs and NPs from providing abortion care, which violates what many see as women’s right to an abortion as well as “practitioners’ rights to provide essential care for their patients.” More generally, when NPs work in regulatory environments that allow for more independence, they generally work more hours and are more likely to be self-employed, suggesting that physician oversight requirements prevent NPs from working as much or as independently as they would prefer. Relatively, an analysis of NPs’ labor market mobility finds that NPs show a clear preference for working in states with less restrictive scope of practice polices.

Relatively, scope of practice reform in clinical contexts can also promote providers’ wellbeing. Scope of practice reform is associated with greater autonomy for providers, which in turn is associated with increased job satisfaction and lower rates of burnout. A lower rate of burnout has at least three benefits. The first benefit is that reducing burnout keeps people in a profession or specialty for longer, so patients receive more experienced care. Also, people who do not suffer from burnout are likely to provide better care in general. And preventing burnout is one way to maintain the supply of health workers by preventing people from leaving the profession. Altman, Butler, and Shern note that as medicine becomes more specialized, it is also becoming more interdisciplinary. Increasingly, healthcare is a collaborative effort, and expanding

36  Tracznyski and Udalova, “Nurse Practitioner Independence.”
38  Xue et al., “Impact of State Nurse Practitioner Scope-of-Practice Regulation.”
39  For example, in a recent study of newly-implemented accountable care organizations, the authors identify scope of practice reform and “the general activation of RNs as a key component of providing cost savings alongside improvements in care.” Patricia Pittman and Emily Forrest, “The Changing Roles of Registered Nurses in Pioneer Accountable Care Organizations,” Nursing Outlook 63, no. 5 (September 2015): 554–65, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.outlook.2015.05.008.
scope of practice regulations will enable more participants in a patients’ care to provide whatever services and procedures are necessary without needless delay or bureaucratic approval requirements.

Expanding the scope of practice for APRNs, including NPs, increases patients’ access to primary care. Yet some may be concerned that expanding access to care by granting NPs more autonomy would in some way lead to reduced quality of care. This concern is unfounded in light of the evidence though. For example, in a study in the *Journal of the American Medical Association*, researchers found that there were no significant differences in overall health outcomes or patient satisfaction when expanded scope of practice rules enabled more patients to be treated by nurse practitioners rather than physicians.

### Permit Pharmacists to Prescribe and Provide More Pharmaceuticals

Though most scope of practice reform initiatives have focused on clinical care contexts, many of the same reasons in favor of expanding scope of practice policies for healthcare providers in the clinic are also reasons in favor of expanding prescribing authority to pharmacists. The authority to prescribe drugs such as insulin, birth control, Narcan, and epinephrine auto-injectors, varies across state lines. In other countries, pharmacists have the authority to prescribe many drugs that require a prescription in the United States. Existing limits to prescribing power make beneficial drugs less accessible and more expensive, which endangers patients and leads to lower quality of care.

The first opportunity for expanding scope of practice to facilitate pharmaceutical access and affordability relates to expanding the prescribing power of existing health workers. One way to expand access is through a less restrictive scope of practice environment for NPs and PAs, but expanding independence for pharmacists can achieve this, too. States could grant pharmacists broader powers to provide commonly prescribed drugs or to renew prescriptions for drugs without another health workers’ authorization. Elsewhere, I argue that patients have the right to access a range of drugs without a permission slip from a licensed health worker. There, I argue that expanding rights of self-medication would not only be a more respectful approach to medicine, but it could also reduce healthcare costs and improve care, in part because prescription requirements make accessing potentially beneficial drugs prohibitively expensive for low-income patients. In an influential study on the effect of changing a cold medicine’s designation from prescription-only to over the counter, economist Peter Temin found that rates of hospitalization for respiratory illness decreased because patients were able to effectively treat their cold and flu symptoms at home. At the same time, rates of accidental poisoning did not increase. Moving antihistamines and other routinely prescribed drugs over the counter has had similar effects in most cases.

Expanding patients’ access to some drugs by empowering pharmacists to prescribe them could be an effective way to improve quality of care and lower healthcare costs. Timmons and Norris find that expanding scope of practice regulations to allow pharmacists to administer and process routine lab tests, may...

---


48 Cannon and Singer, “Drug Reformation.”


decrease the costs of the tests. Moreover, the demand for lab technicians or pharmacists was not changed by expanded scope of practice because these policies typically expanded access in ways that kept pace with patients’ demand for testing. By expanding scope of practice policies, lawmakers partly addressed increased demand for testing by expanding pharmacists’ authority. In this way, expansions of scope of practice for lab testing could provide a model for prescribing reform going forward.

Authorize Community Health Workers to Provide Treatment

Public officials may consider expanding scope of practice regulations beyond primary care health providers, such as NPs and PAs, to include other licensed health workers, such as dental hygienists, physical therapists, occupational therapists, and community health workers and social workers. For example, some drugs relate to oral healthcare, and in these cases, just as dental hygienists can provide high-quality healthcare that is comparable to dentists’ care in a range of cases, so too may hygienists reasonably prescribe drugs in the course of treatment. Similarly, to the extent that physical therapists provide care that is similar to the care that orthopedists and physical medicine physicians provide, it may be reasonable to extend limited prescribing authorities to physical therapists as well.

An even more revisionary approach would allow community health workers and social workers who address problems related to addiction and mental illness to prescribe some drugs for patients who would otherwise lack access to psychiatric treatment. In many ways, community health workers and social workers address conditions that are similar to the conditions that psychiatrists treat. And in low-income populations, it is often difficult for people in need to access a psychiatrist. Though psychiatrists are in short supply where they are needed the most, social workers can address the scarcity of psychiatric care in some contexts, but they cannot substitute for licensed psychiatric care when it comes to prescribing drugs. Currently, social workers are not permitted to prescribe any medications in any state, even though they often work with populations that are taking psychiatric medications and their work may involve medication management. Expanding social workers’ authority to prescribe drugs that are related to their broader practice could potentially facilitate more widespread and affordable access to effective psychiatric care. And for similar reasons, community health workers may also be legally empowered to prescribe drugs that prevent the contagious transmission of diseases, such as vaccines and prophylactic drugs like Truvada, which prevents the transmission of HIV/AIDS.

Another revisionary change to scope of practice policies with respect to drugs would be to move some drugs outside of scope of practice requirements entirely by changing their designation from behind the counter to over the counter. The simplest way to achieve this reform would be for the Food and Drug Administration to change the regulatory status of particular drugs (e.g., low-dose inhalers or heartburn medication). There is evidence from Europe that moving more drugs over the counter could expand access and affordability without compromising safety. In the United Kingdom patients can purchase low-dose statins without a prescription. In Ohio, legislators proposed allowing access to EpiPens without a prescription.

Another revisionary change to scope of practice polices with respect to drugs would be to move some drugs outside of scope of practice requirements entirely by changing their designation from behind the counter to over the counter. The simplest way to achieve this reform would be for the Food and Drug Administration to change the regulatory status of particular drugs (e.g., low-dose inhalers or heartburn medication). There is evidence from Europe that moving more drugs over the counter could expand access and affordability without compromising safety. In the United Kingdom patients can purchase low-dose statins without a prescription. In Ohio, legislators proposed allowing access to EpiPens without a prescription. And similarly, European countries could likely withdraw existing prescription requirements for drugs like melatonin, without a substantial threat to public safety, given that it is widely available in the United States, even for children.

---

There is also substantial state-by-state variation in access to drugs, including commonly used drugs such as insulin, birth control, and Narcan. In Utah, pharmacists can dispense birth control without a prescription from a physician. Access to Narcan pens, which counter the effects of an opioid overdose, can be expanded through state surgeons general or chief medical officers, who can issue universal prescriptions for all residents in a state. Or, states can expand access to prescription drugs by expanding providers’ prescribing power for certain drugs, such as methadone.

These models for expanding prescribing authority, which include expanding scope of practice authority for NPs and PAs or moving drugs behind the counter or over the counter, highlight potential opportunities for expanding access to pharmaceuticals in contexts where patients may have an interest in accessing without a prescription. But for some drugs, such as opioids, one may worry that expanded scope of practice policies would contribute to drug addiction or abuse.

Yet restrictive scope of practice regulations are not needed to prevent overprescribing. For one thing, state and federal public health officials closely monitor prescribing practices, which they could continue to do even if more health workers had the authority to prescribe. Also, in places that have expanded scope of practice laws for health workers, researchers found that expanding scope of practice had no relationship to rates of opioid prescribing. And if anything, expanding community health workers’ ability to prescribe drugs that treat mental health conditions, as well as drugs such as suboxone or methadone, could potentially counteract some of the harmful effects of the opioid epidemic, resulting in lower rates of substance use disorder on balance.

**Conclusion**

Reforming scope of practice laws in medicine is a promising way to expand patients’ access to healthcare while lowering costs, without reducing the quality of care. Public officials face three options for expanding existing scope of practice regulations in ways that would benefit patients and also respect patients’ and health workers’ rights to access and provide medical care:

- Expand the scope of practice permissions for existing health workers, essentially enabling them to prescribe a wider range of drugs and to do a wider range of procedures.
- Expand medical authorities to a wider range of people, including physical therapists, dental hygienists, social workers, and community health workers.
- Reduce the range of services or medical options that are limited by scope of practice regulations by, for instance, moving at least some drugs to over the counter or behind the counter status so that patients would not require a prescription to access them.

In defense of the current system, proponents of the status quo must not only show that the current system promotes access and affordability relative to a wholesale liberalization of healthcare markets, but they must also show that existing politically enforced restrictions are better than moderate, incremental reforms that expand the scope of practice for health workers.

In response to these arguments, proponents of the current system may reply that the evidence in favor of expanded scope of practice does not yet justify reform, on the grounds that there are not yet enough data to show that authorizing more providers to do more things would in fact be safe for patients. Yet this response puts policymakers in a difficult position, because to the extent that they lack sufficient data about

---


the effects of scope of practice reform, it is because those reforms haven't been tried. Also, even if there are risks to authorizing more providers to do more things, public officials who are concerned about these risks could require, at least initially, that providers disclose that they are newly authorized to provide a specific service. This would enable patients to give informed consent to whatever care they received from newly authorized health workers in an expanded scope of practice system.

And there are risks associated with maintaining existing scope of practice policies as well. For example, constraining the supply of health workers risks excluding people from access to healthcare. And maintaining the existing system of scope of practice regulations also makes the health system more vulnerable when demand for health workers increases, such as during pandemics and natural disasters. Scope of practice constraints may also make people reluctant to become health workers, to the extent that healthcare jobs that lack independence are less desirable than jobs that give workers more trust and autonomy. Though people often overlook the risks associated with maintaining the status quo, the risks of the current system can exceed the risks of expanded scope of practice policies, especially because the current system is legally mandated, and hence, unavoidable.

Moreover, patients who value the current system are not harmed by an expanded scope of practice. If people prefer to see an MD rather than an NP, they would retain that option if NPs were authorized to open primary care clinics in their states. In this way, even if expanding scope of practice to allow NPs to operate independently did harm some patients, the harm would be avoidable to risk-averse patients who are willing to pay more and wait longer to see an MD. To be clear, there is no evidence that expanding scope of practice in this way would put patients at risk. But even for those who are worried about risks, an incremental approach to reform can address these worries and further reassure people that expanding scope of practice regulations is a safe and sensible policy.

Despite the substantial empirical evidence that an expanded scope of practice for health workers would not endanger patients and that it could reduce healthcare costs, old barriers to scope of practice reform remain. One barrier to effective reform is that even if policies become less restrictive at the state level, billing and reimbursement policies may remain relatively restrictive. If so, then even if some patients may legally see NPs for primary care, for example, if payers do not explicitly recognize NPs as primary care providers, then patients will still lack effective access. Public payers can set a precedent for recognizing expanded scope of practice policies in their billing and reimbursement policies, or legislators could directly encourage or require insurance providers to provide coverage that reflects updates to scope of practice policies.

Other barriers include the old guilds that consolidated powerful groups and created the current system. For example, Altman, Butler, and Shern write that the main obstacle to expanding scope of practice for APRNs and NPs is opposition from physician organizations like the American Medical Association (AMA). In order to truly safeguard patients and public health, professional associations like the AMA should reconsider their current resistance to scope of practice reform to recognize the evidence that such reforms would expand patients’ access to safe and beneficial medical services.

Today, lawmakers continue to face pressure from these professional organizations, while other professional organizations have emerged to challenge the status quo. The prospects for scope of practice reform depend on whether lawmakers will be willing to reject the status quo in favor of a freer, more affordable health system that expands access without compromising patient care. There is some reason to be optimistic about scope of practice reform going forward. The temporary reforms passed in response to the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrate that scope of practice reform does not endanger patients; rather, it promotes access to healthcare. Recently, the federal government released guidance for state Medicaid

programs that encouraged states to reconsider restrictive scope of practice legislation and certificate of need programs.\textsuperscript{60} Public officials have an opportunity to implement a cost-effective, egalitarian policy that is more respectful of citizens' medical and professional rights and which will promote public health better than the status quo.\textsuperscript{61}


\textsuperscript{61} This recent HHS guidance is based on a 2018 report that emphasized the promise of scope of practice reform and telemedicine as opportunities for reducing healthcare costs. Alex M. Azar, Steven T. Mnuchin, and Alexander Acosta, Reforming America’s Healthcare System through Choice and Competition (Washington, DC: HHS, DOT, and DOL, December 2018).